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About This Game

In the distant future, the X universe faces a period of profound and irrevocable change. While the universe stumbles towards an
uncertain future, countless adventures await as new enemies rise in search of power. Enter a young adventurer and his unlikely
female ally traveling in an old, battered ship with a glorious past - two people alone against the galaxy, playing a key part in the

events to come. The fate of the universe rests in the hands of the player...

X Rebirth represents a spectacular new beginning for the X series, offering loyal fans and newcomers alike a vast, vivid and
extremely detailed universe to explore throughout the game. Varied gameplay elements such as action-packed space combat,
detailed trading mechanics and high-speed space exploration with fast travel allow players to experience a truly unique space

saga that will keep them hooked for dozens of hours. X Rebirth features a whole new user experience - it is easier than ever to
start with, and remains as deep as fans expect it.

FEATURES

TRADE! A fully simulated economy that means your actions really do matter. Travel the space highways to find profit in
gigantic space cities, swarming with ships and drones.

++ Every ship you see has a task. Stop a freighter from reaching its destination and its cargo will be stopped too, causing prices
to rise. ++

FIGHT! From small scale skirmishes to epic fleet encounters, battles in the X Universe know no limits. Choose to fight for the
military, work for the police or be a lawless pirate, or if you prefer just fight when you need to defend yourself - it's up to you.
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++ Take the action right into massive structures. Target turrets and shield generators to weaken your enemy, damage engines
and jump drives to prevent their ships from escaping, or stop their factories producing to cripple their economy. ++

BUILD! Create your own empire! From trading stations to large factories, farms to hightech military complexes, everything can
belong to you. Build for trade and profit or to strengthen your military presence and dominate your enemies.

++ Extend and upgrade your stations to make them operate more efficiently, with every element visible in glorious animated
detail. Harvest your own resources to keep your empire running smoothly. ++

THINK! A rich, detailed history and a deep complex plot await you, but you are free to decide when and where to take part.
Explore the universe at your own pace - choose your own path and create your own destiny.

++ Get up-close and personal with aliens and humans alike. Land on stations, meet people, then accept missions from them or
hire them as crew members for your ships. ++

TRADE, FIGHT, BUILD, THINK... in the X Universe - the biggest sandbox this side of the galaxy.
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Title: X Rebirth
Genre: Action, Simulation
Developer:
Egosoft
Publisher:
Egosoft
Release Date: 15 Nov, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10 (64-bit), Windows 8 (64-bit), Windows 7 SP1 (64-bit), Vista SP2 (64-bit), XP SP3 (64-bit)

Processor: Intel i-Series at 2GHz or AMD equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GT400 series with 512MB RAM or better, ATI 4870HD with 512MB RAM or better

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 8 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c Compatible Sound Card

English,German,Italian,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,French,Korean
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Great game! Towards end got really sweet!
. Combined with the very comprehensive groundschool manual, these missions opened up a new way of using my simulator. The
missions are well made and have clear instructions. Well worth it and highly recommended!. This is hands down one of the best
soundtracks i've EVER listened to. I'm a long time hip-hop producer in the chicago area, i love everyhitng about underground
hip-hop, the music, the culture - freestyling to beats etc. This is the best 99 cents i ever spent. I'd pay 10$ for this - honestly.
- Not every track is amazing , but it has enough goodies.
- Grimey old school hip-hop beats
- Sounds like RZA's love child made each and every track with that "good old wu tang" sound.
- If you're an emcee - you will write pages to this ****.. Its a fun game, really great! Just need to work on some bugs and maybe
ad more content? Overall its a fun game. I thought I could jump into this without the tutorial..silly me..anyways I decided to go
through the tutorial (Which I do recommend) which is a good tutorial btw. Then I played the game. The stages are interesting.
Each one has different goals to achieve which keeps it interesting. It is no means like Tetris. It may look like Tetris, Smell Like
Tetris, Fall like Tetris but it's not. You basically have to keep that game out of your mind if you want to be successful at playing
this game. I do however like it. It's a bit challenging but I love a challenge so bring it on! :)
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Where the first game felt lacking, this game overcompensates to it's detriment. I played the hell out of the first game when as a
flash game and then once again through steam. I rejoiced that there was not only a sequel but also a third game coming out!

I got the sequel (this) and the fun started turning into dismay. Where the first game had contextually few enemies on large
maps... this game SPAMS enemies on contextually tiny maps. They even relentlessly spam healing\/buffing units compared to
the previous game where they were indicators of a hard level, and there isn't much you can do about it because the tower
placement is mostly just inconsistent and inconvenient.

The worst aspect of this sequel is that it makes EXCESSIVE use of "hidden" paths and spamming things you just cannot counter
effectively. Multiple times a path will "randomly" open (or simply be an unannounced entry-point) and suddenly you have a
horde of enemies that are often stronger than everything else going down a newly exposed route. Most of the time there is
literally nothing you can do but fail and restart so you can prepare with money from your main defences.

This game feels like a response to a vocal minority that thought the first game was "too easy". Like the Developer was actively
reading comments and how salty he was at the moment correlates with arbitrary difficulty spikes. This game's "Normal" mode
feels like the previous game's maximum difficulty challenge mode.. This game is really bad. If you want to play it go to
coolmathgames and I can say that it wil have better games. Find me a worse one on cool math games.. I'm liking this a lot so far.
It shares a lot of traits with the Act of War Games. While it suffers from some balance issues and the UI needs some work, it
seems off to a great start and I've had a lot of fun so far.. Massive tank battles with a piece of strategy.
The one big minus is speed of our tank and very long routes on some levels.. utter trash,i was lost for ever looking to get out of
the world of houses. hmmm.... I love it! :D. A love letter to arcade games? Great art style, fairly repetitve... but well done. Pick
it up when it's on sale, and you might be pleasantly surprised.. Oh dear. This game is just plain bad. There is no story. It's a "lose
your virginity in your 20's without any nudity" simulator and with not a jot of realism to it. The text is in a terrible font and
placed on a background that makes it almost impossible to read. Translation is decent but not perfect.

The art is really good though it can't rescue this from the bargain basement of visual novels. Mercifully it's short and if you can't
get the "true ending" on the first try, you're really not trying very hard.

Sorry, there's potential for this developer but it wasn't realized here. Thumbs very much down.
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